Third Grade Weekly News for March 27-31

Reading –
“The Grand Canyon” and “Yellowstone: A Place of Wild Wonders”
story vocabulary

canyon, erosion, national park, Native Americans, protected, sediment, explorers, haven, hot spot, seeps

Your child should be able to correctly use these words in a sentence.
Skill: compare/contrast  Strategy: Questioning strategy

Math – MULTIPLICATION & DIVISION
~test – Tues, March 28

PRACTICE MULTIPLICATION RINGS NIGHTLY!!!!

Spelling/Grammar/Writing
~test – Wed, March 29
~new pattern: final y to I

~wrap up subject-verb agreement
~informational writing assessment

Science/Social Studies
~ Inherited traits

~ Jamestown and tobacco and slavery

Important Info.
~ NO SCHOOL – Thursday, March 30 – Conferences
~ Thank you to those who donated blood for our blood drive!!!